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		Now in an updated second edition, this classroom-tested textbook describes essential concepts in vibration analysis of mechanical systems.The second edition includes a new chapter on finite element modeling and an updated section on dynamic vibration absorbers, as well as new student exercises in each chapter. It incorporates the required mathematics, experimental techniques, fundamentals of modal analysis, and beam theory into a unified framework that is written to be accessible to undergraduate students, researchers, and practicing engineers. To unify the various concepts, a single experimental platform is used throughout the text to provide experimental data and evaluation. Engineering drawings for the platform are included in an appendix. Additionally, MATLAB programming solutions are integrated into the content throughout the text.The book is ideal for undergraduate students, researchers, and practicing engineers who are interested in developing a more thorough understanding of essential concepts in vibration analysis of mechanical systems.
	
			
				Presents a clear connection between continuous beam models and finite degree of freedom models;
	
				Includes MATLAB code to support numerical examples that are integrated into the text narrative;
	
				Uses mathematics to support vibrations theory and emphasizes the practical significance of the results.
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Ground Vehicle DynamicsSpringer, 2010

	Ground Vehicle Dynamics is devoted to the mathematical modelling and dynamical analysis of ground vehicle systems composed of the vehicle body, the guidance and suspension devices and the corresponding guideway. Automobiles on uneven roads and railways on flexible tracks are prominent representatives of ground vehicle systems. All these...
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Corona SDK Application DesignPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you have ambitions to build apps that work on both iOS and Android, then this guide to Corona SDK will help you realize them quickly and painlessly. From developing to marketing - it's all here.


	Overview

	
		Build apps that can be used on multiple platforms
	
		Test your apps and publish...
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Integrated Community-Managed Development: Strategizing Indigenous Knowledge and Institutions for Poverty Reduction and Sustainable Community Development in Indonesia (Cooperative Management)Springer, 2019

	This book provides an overview of recent advances in Integrated Community-Managed Development (ICMD) as an innovative strategy for the community-based development of local institutions in order to achieve lasting poverty reduction and empowerment. The original approach presented here to improving the lives and livelihoods of the poor takes...
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Learning SQL on SQL Server 2005O'Reilly, 2006
Anyone who interacts with today's modern databases needs to know SQL (Structured Query Language), the standard language for generating, manipulating, and retrieving database information. In recent years, the dramatic rise in the popularity of relational databases and multi-user databases has fueled a healthy demand for...
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VB.NET Language Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2002
Visual Basic .NET is a radically new version of Microsoft Visual Basic, the world's most widely used rapid application development (RAD) package. Whether you are just beginning application development with Visual Basic .NET or are already deep in code, you will appreciate just how easy and valuable the VB.NET Language Pocket Reference is....
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Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2003
If you're interested in jumping into the exciting world of game  programming, then you've found the perfect book! "Game Programming for Teens"  doesn't expect you to have any experience with programming. You'll learn  everything you need to know along the way. You'll use Blitz Basic, an  easy-to-learn programming...
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